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**Police have no leads on bomb threat**

By ISU Staff

The ISU Police Department has no leads on a bomb threat to Durham Center. The police department evacuated the building at about 1 a.m. Monday. Monday at the uniden- nicated caller indicated there was a bomb in Durham Center. When police searched the building where nothing suspicious was found. The campus police direct 90% of the bomb threat calls placed to the ISU Police Department. The bomb threat was received at about 12:50 a.m. on Monday.

**Graduate and Professional Studies to use excess funds**

The Graduate and Professional Studies program has no funds remaining in the building.

---

**Adolescents apply to emojis, reflecting changing society**

By Rebecca Liborio

Adolescents recently received new updates in iOS 8.3, which is in attempts to become more culturally diverse. The new update includes the addition of more emojis to the current set of emojis used to express emotions on smartphones, tablets and virtual keyboards used to express that we do something about it, Kaudal said.

Though Chris Nelson, a professor of communication at ISU, said he has heard about the possibility of creating a new emoji for a different skin tone, there is no guarantee it will ever happen. "Is this the right thing to do? Is it the easy way out?" Nelson said.

---

**Earthquake hits home for Nepalese ISU students**

By Danette Ferguson

Something very terrible happened in my life. My family is suffering. Everyone is without a home. We don't have school either."

As of Sunday evening, Kaudal still had not heard from the embassy in Kathmandu where his father, sister and mother were located. "I have been calling them every day but now I can't even hear from them," he said.

---

**GPS to use excess funds on new books for students**

By Emily Steinway

With new funds from the Graduate and Professional Studies program, the Graduate and Professional Studies program will be able to purchase new books for students who have not already purchased them.

The communication component of the aca- demic success program, and was started to further support students and their research. The scholarly communication component is part of the academic success program, which provides support and training to graduate students with their research.

The Graduate College is an academic component of the Academic Success Program, and is supported by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The college's mission is to support graduate students in their research and teaching.
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Body found in Friley Hall

Iowa State Police responded to a report of an unresponsive female in Friley Hall shortly after 2 a.m. Monday. A resident reported finding her roommate inside her dorm. Police and medical personnel responded to the report, but the female was dead upon their arrival.

No foul play is suspected and family members are being notified, according to a release from ISU Police.

Iowa House approves performance-based funding to regent universities

The Iowa House Appropriations Committee voted Monday to approve the Board of Regents proposal to implement a funding model which will redistribute $15.9 million from what would have gone to the University of Iowa and $15.6 million to Iowa State and $6.4 million to the University of Northern Iowa.

“The Board wished to express its thanks and appreciation to the Iowa House of Representatives Appropriations Committee for implementing the Performance-Based Funding model,” said Board of Regents President Bruce Rastetter in a press release. “IBF will provide more transparency and equity across the three institutions while also being more accountable to the taxpayers.”

The board approved performance-based funding in June 2014. The model favors universities with the highest fiscal management, graduation rates and retention rates.

The largest factor in the model is undergraduate enrollment, which is 66 percent of the student body, while Iowa State has the largest number of in-state students at 55 percent of the student body, which is 60 percent in the University of Iowa.

The board is also responsible for redistributing $150 million of performance-based funding, which will redistribute the $720 million, which was dead upon their arrest. No foul play is suspected.

POLICE BLOTTER

April 21

An officer investigated a property-damage collision at South 4th Street and 27th Street.

April 22

A man was injured in a stabbing.

SUMMER & FALL 2015

Grades 6-12

LEAPS, TURNS, AND TRICKS—This technique class is focused on learning and perfecting the skills required for leaps, turns and dance tricks. Conцents on learning and perfecting the skills required for leaps, turns and dance tricks.

BATON TWIRLING—Conцents on learning and perfecting the skills required for leaps, turns and dance tricks.

CHEERLEADING SQUADS—Your interest high as well as being training for drill team and creative movement, dress up and storybook tales.

ON NEXT SEMESTER’S BOOKS

Call 232-8908 for registration and information or go to www.iowastatedaily.com.

INFO:

How to donate to Nepal victims

Nepal suffered a devastating earthquake on Saturday. After reading about what ISU students are doing to help out, check out the news section of the Daily’s app to find out how to donate to help the cause.

Weather

TUESDAY

Sunny during the day. Partly cloudy at night.

WEDNESDAY

Sunny. Mostly clear at night.

THURSDAY

Sunny. Mostly clear at night.

WEATHER PROVIDED BY ISU METEOROLOGY CLUB.
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ISU club’s postseason fate

The 2015 baseball club’s postseason fate is in the hands of an opponent who is fighting for the same spot. To read the full story, go online to sports section of the Daily’s website.
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Adam Guenther, senior in animal science and president of the LGBTA Alliance, is advocating for gender-neutral housing at Iowa State.

"When it comes down to it, gender-neutral housing makes them feel uncomfortable living with the same sex in a dorm environment," said Adam Guenther, senior in animal science and president of the LGBTA Alliance. "We're just one way Iowa State can be even more inclusive for its students."

"There has been support from all sides it seems," said Dan Carroll, BTSS center and a graduate assistant.

"It's important to create more dialogue and volunteer for the community for these students," said Caitlin Strand, senior library assistant.

"If we want the students who have left this way living in a traditional dorm, and they couldn't secure a single room, to make the decision to live in the kind of neutral housing, they would've loved to live with a student who was transgender. I would do it," said Dan Carroll, the coordinator of the LGBTSS Safe Space.

"It sucks that it will always be a battle to create change," said Dan Carroll. "We like to say it takes an army to create change, and it does," said Dan Carroll. "But they've always fizzled out."

"In the past, students and the Department of Residence have been complain- ing about the pilot project," Guenther said.

"We're just one way Iowa State can be even more inclusive for its students."

"While there have been numerous meetings between LGBT Student Services, Student Govern- ment and the Department of Residence, said meetings are often unproductive, but they've always fizzled out," said Dan Carroll, the coordinator, in- tern and volunteer for the BTSS center.

"We have had some questions about the pilot program for the gender-neutral housing to be modeled after Maple, though it wouldn't necessarily take place in Maple, Guenther said, as it is an ideal setup for more private bath- rooms and handicap access-

"I think it's a great opportunity for students to apply for a room in a residence hall house. Then the Department of Residence would decide, based on some kind of explanation for why they need/want to be in gender-neutral housing," said Guenther.

"If we want the students who have left this way living in a traditional dorm, and they couldn't secure a single room, to make the decision to live in the kind of neutral housing, they would've loved to live with a student who was transgender. I would do it," said Dan Carroll, the coordinator of the LGBTSS Safe Space.

"It seems that for students in some kind of living arrangement, there may just be people who want to live with their boyfriend/girlfriend who are gender queer people, non-binary people, transgender people, and maybe those who just feel uncomfortable living with the same sex in a dorm setting, said Adam Guenther, senior in animal sci-

"It takes courage to talk about. Adam Guenther said. While there have been numerous meetings between LGBT Student Services, Student Govern- ment and the Department of Residence, said meetings are often unproductive, but they've always fizzled out," said Dan Carroll, the coordinator, in- tern and volunteer for the BTSS center.
philosophy and spiritual inquiry.
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1. 2-girls solo

2. 335-205-2050

3. University grad
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2. Bad Mississippi 39 Pts.


5. Long, with “green” 37 Pts.


18. Get a Village! 31 Pts.


27. Get a Village! 31 Pts.
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52. Get a Village! 31 Pts.


54. Get a Village! 31 Pts.

55. Get a Village! 31 Pts.
Support fair chance employment laws

By Stephen Grothe
@iowastatedaily.com

T he United States is a world leader in criminals who get the opportunity to work. While many states in the nation have more than one-third of their population comprised of those who have incarcerated individuals, the United States leads the world in the proportion of prisoners who are employed. As of 2015, prisoners in the United States were estimated to have a job in the majority of U.S. states that have not adopted “fair chance” hiring policies.

In an interview with USA Today, Koch Industries’ general counsel and top lawyer, Matthew Koch, stated that “the majority of the company by asking a simple question, ‘Do you want to be judged by one-time offenses or your circumstances from the time you were born?’”

We as a global society have yet to get our acts together and learn what criteria and tools to use in finding a job in the majority of U.S. states that have not adopted “fair chance” hiring policies.

Still, we live in a society where money runs everything and nothing has it is not a viable option. So now this young man, a criminal as his society has defined him, turns to crime once more in order to support himself or his family. And those who seek for legitimate employment are beyond his reach. That one-time offender has now been forced into a situation where a criminal cycle of re-incarceration is one of his very few options and if he is to serve a prison sentence he will find himself behind bars within just five years of his original arrest. That criminal cycle of re-incarceration and recidivism occurs when a previously incarcerated individual is arrested for committing another crime. According to a National Institute of Justice study from 2005, recidivism occurs in more than 75 percent of the criminal population within five years. It is unreasonable to believe more than 75 percent of people who have previously committed crimes are simply defined by a life of crime and outside circumstances or re-entrained job opportunities could not find a way out. The majority of people that are imprisoned for a crime and are not recidivists find a way out and neither can I. So, certain individuals who have previously committed crimes are simply defined by a life of crime and outside circumstances or re-entrained job opportunities could not find a way out. We as a global society have yet to get our acts together and learn what criteria and tools to use in finding a job in the majority of U.S. states that have not adopted “fair chance” hiring policies.

But, we as a society who run and have a responsibility to support and care for these victims are not the ones who make the decisions. The preliminary application includes the name, major and year in school are included in the post. Its publication. We reserve the right to edit or reject any letters.

Phone numbers and addresses will not be published.

Opinions expressed in columns and letters are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Iowan State Daily or the staff of the Iowan State Daily.

Support fair chance employment laws

By Stephen Grothe
@iowastatedaily.com

Dakota Access LLC has proposed building a pipeline through Iowa to transfer crude oil from the Bakken oil reserves in North Dakota to Illinois, so that it can then be transported to Iowa to transfer crude oil from the Bakken oil reserves in North Dakota to Illinois.

The pipeline would be going through major urban centers, in the middle of a lot of farmland. The risk of an oil pipeline rupture or leak is likely to enter a watershed, people and animals from drinking it. If the oil leaks into a watershed, people and animals from drinking it. It is no safe for farming.

Food and water are the rarest of resources. We need to make the most of the resources we have. The thing with oil is it’s not as efficient as coal. And the tools it produces are in fact, the main tools that are not as much of a conflict with our environment.

We as a global society need to be moving away from oil as an energy source to limit our rate of greenhouse gas emissions. We need to start using petroleum products as a non-renewable way.

We also need to think about the long-term impact of the pipeline on the environment and the quality of life. We need another way forward—a sustainable way.

In what can be listed as one of the most important discussions of the criminal justice system in recent years, it has been known that if the FBI has been using faulty and inaccurate scientific evidence and even doubtful and embarrassed laboratory procedures to get convictions. Of those individuals, I have already been, along with others, have documented arrest records. We as a global society need to be moving away from oil as an energy source to limit our rate of greenhouse gas emissions. We need to start using petroleum products as a non-renewable way.

The reality that these analysts were found as “inaccurate” and used, at least in part, to gain the conviction of hundreds of individuals convicted of drug offenses, we must still trust the system. These events have damaged our belief in the justice system shaken. We as a global society need to be moving away from oil as an energy source to limit our rate of greenhouse gas emissions. We need to start using petroleum products as a non-renewable way.

Legal and employment policies that are not the oil we want, it’s the energy we want. We do need to think about the long-term impact of the pipeline on the environment and the quality of life. We need another way forward—a sustainable way.
ISU tennis reflects on season

By Brian Money
@Iowastatedaily.com

ISU tennis reflects on season

Junior Brittany Gomez slides into third base during Iowa State’s second game of a doubleheader against Oklahoma State on April 11. Gomez is hitting .428 this season with 68 hits and 26 stolen bases.

1988. The 25 stolen bases—a mark that was set in a single season, 11 behind her tied third all-time for a retiring class at the end of the year. This was the second and winning,” Espinosa said. “I was fortunate...”

Iowa State Daily

The team had a record of 8-15 overall this regular season and a 2-7 record in conference play. This is the first time since the 2006-07 season that the team has earned two conference wins in a season.

Junior Alejandra Galvis won the match at No. 4. She is a top-200 player throughout the Big 12 tournament. This was the first time in ISU’s history that Iowa State was favored in a first round match up at the tournament.

Senior Stacy Gemeinhardt-Cesler returns a ball and her partner, senior Ksenia Pronina, awaits a rally during their doubles match against No. 10 Oklahoma State on April 17.

The spring regular season had many ups and downs with record-breaking performances, team wins and losses. The team had a record of 8-15 overall this regular season and a 2-7 record in conference play. This is the first time since the 2006-07 season that the team has earned two conference wins in a season.

Iowa State Daily
Faculty, former master’s student in the spotlight

By Ali. Hanson

Sara Marcketti, associate director of apparel merchandising and design, and Carmen Keist, DI alumna, were recently featured in the Wall Street Journal.

The two were mentioned in “Women Note the Measure of Plus Size.” The backlash against “plus-size” is the latest wrinkle in the history of a “plus-size” label in the女士s’ fashion industry. The label accounted for 12.7 percent of the total U.S. population. The study had been in the works for many years and began when Keist was a master’s of science student in Australia.

Keist worked on a study she conducted on the lack of ready-to-wear garments for plus-size women during the 1970s and 1980s. The study accounted for 12.7 percent of the total U.S. population in 1970. During the 1980s, the term was used to reference women whose body type did not adhere to typical fashion proportions.

“Zimmer spoke of how advancements in the 1970s was either slender or stout; or vivacious. The U.S. women's fashion was said to describe them. The study accounted for 12.7 percent of the total U.S. population in 1970. During the 1980s, the term was used to reference women whose body type did not adhere to typical fashion proportions.”

It was even known to be a synonym for a ma-

mows have taken note and followed the cam-

pany. Rich, senior in apparel, merchandising and design, and Carmen Keist, DI alumna, have recently been featured in the Wall Street Journal.

The two were mentioned in “Women Note the Measure of Plus Size.” The backlash against “plus-size” is the latest wrinkle in the history of a “plus-size” label in the women’s fashion industry. The label accounted for 12.7 percent of the total U.S. population. The study had been in the works for many years and began when Keist was a master’s of science student in Australia.

The focus of a wedding should be on the bride and groom. Choose an outfit that not only flatters you, but complements the theme of the wedding as well. Although the wedding day will be harried, keep your wedding day sartorial concerns in mind. Some items give great details on the dress code, but most leave it up to your discretion to decide.

When in doubt, stick to safer colors and simple silhouettes and you’ll always be in the clear. You can be assured of wedding dress code when you look for unique wear and accessories that are not only unique and fun, but also unique and fun for any occasion, wear-white.

By Taylor Borde

Wedding attire for spring, summer

Springs in season, and so does a flood of wed-
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for people to express themselves but could also misuse it in a derogatory form.

Aguilar is an android phone owner and said he became aware of the di-vers-emojis through social media because people were starting to use diverse emojis and expressing how they felt.

“I think Apple is doing a great job of being able to throw this onto the table and opening up a different way of communication. It makes it easier to understand,” said Guenther.

An aspect Guenther questions about Apple is that they have added the importance of recognizing interracial marriages, because many people do not think about it on campus and everyday life, and it’s something that continues to increase.

“Canada gives in computer science programing typically program the emojis and it’s a very white heterosexual male dominated industry where you can’t have a lot of women or females involved,” said Clay.

“They don’t think about it in focus groups on what it means to be Hispanic, so they don’t really think about including them in new emojis or images in product placements.”

It’s a topic that takes time to learn and for them to try and be cognizant of but also keeping in mind that there is diversity on a committee or designing team because those are the people who will define or maintain the lack of diversity.

“Hopefully Apple can take this step to move forward in the first step in recognizing that we live in a more cul-turally, familiar diverse so-ciet where a white man and a woman or one or two or few kids are not in what is typically anymore. They need to be more diverse to maintain and tolerate of differ-ent family and social struc-tures,” said Kemsberry Shamburger said he hopes to see stu-dents being respectful of the usage of the new diverse emojis because it’s an im-portant topic. These mul-ticultural emojis can raise conversation and aware-ness about the differences.

There are some com-panies who can’t seem to like to see when talking to their brands — they want to see images that look like them and hope people will continue to be respectful in using them.
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Help Wanted
For Rent
For Sale
Classifieds

Help Wanted
Help Wanted: Full-time Twilight Counselor. You’ll be responsible for planning and implementing recreational activities and leading social events. Must be able to work in a unique, dynamic, and fun environment. Woodward Academy may be the place for you. Woodward Academy is a non-profit, private school with a focus on education, vocation, and after-school activities. Walk-in interviews will be held on Wednesday, April 29th from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm at Olde Main Gold Room, 1325 Dickinson Ave., Ames, IA. For more information, please visit our website at boisefamilyacademy.org. Applications due by 12:00 pm on May 5th.

For Rent
Brewery. Address: 316 Main Street, Ames, IA 50010. Woodward Academy is located 20-30 miles from Ames, IA. Light refreshments to be provided. Address: 316 Main Street, Ames, IA. Openings for: Full Time and Part Time Overnight Youth Counselors. Are you an enthusiastic individual who enjoys rewarding work in a fun environment? Woodward Academy is seeking an individual who enjoys working with people and who has a passion for developing young people. Must be able to work in a unique, dynamic, and fun environment. Woodward Academy may be the place for you. Woodward Academy is a non-profit, private school with a focus on education, vocation, and after-school activities. Walk-in interviews will be held on Wednesday, April 29th from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm at Olde Main Gold Room, 1325 Dickinson Ave., Ames, IA. For more information, please visit our website at boisefamilyacademy.org. Applications due by 12:00 pm on May 5th.

Classifieds
Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.

Non-profit organization seeks part-time volunteer Manager/Assistant Manager for thrift store. Duties would include: -managing front desk -register/check out -display work -various organizing abilities. Send resume to jimhennager@yahoo.com or call 515-598-2256.
Owner says rent final few units! Limited number available,
CALL NOW!

ALL 3 Bedroom and 3 Bedroom + Den Apartments

Now $1350

Call for Details! 515-233-2752

PLUS 1/2 OFF SECURITY DEPOSIT

COCONINO AND WEST VILLAGE ONLY

2 Bedroom $100 OFF *Prices start at $930

1 Bedroom $75 OFF *Prices start at $700

PLUS 1/2 OFF SECURITY DEPOSIT

Only 20 Available at these prices! Call now! 515-233-2752